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 5 
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      MITEK OLYMPICS 2023
United in Youth - Rejoiced in Success,
is one of the most anticipated events. 

Over 800 contestants participating in
5 competitions.

We hope that everyone achieved their 
goals but you all shone on your own terms. 

Here are some wonderful images for us to 
enjoy celebrating the event.
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The last 2 trips of MiTek Bonding Day 2023 came to the end 
in August with much excitement. The cosplay themes
of the Gala Dinners were really aspiring as our
talented MiTek-ers portrayed famous characters
with exquisite details and vibrant colors.
Everyone had lots of fun and we can’t wait
for the 2024 trips.
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MY NAME IS THIEN LONG,
Hello MiTek family!
I am 26 years old this year, and I come from 
Dong Nai. I am a member of BlackPoint 
Team and I am glad to meet you all.

I have an interest in various things: sports, 
music, movies and books. Let me tell you a 
little bit about my hobbies. I would prefer to 
play rather than watch soccer. I love playing 
E-sports, especially League of Legends, it 
really helps release stress (but sometimes 
is can increase my stress). When I have 
free time, I usually read books, listen to 
music or watch movies. The book I recently 
read is “Secrets of the Millionaire Mind”, it 
is a good book for insight into mindset of 
the wealthy. You can try reading it if you 
like this category. Regarding music, I don’t 
have a fixed preference, I listen to what’s 
hot, what’s good and what fits my mood. 
As for movies, I like three genres: science 
fiction (superheroes, etc.), emotional 
and psychological movies, and animation 
(mostly Disney and anime).

I also like traveling, but I 
haven’t listed it here. Do you 
know why? Because I have no 
Money to travel. Actually, I have 
not been to many places, so I 
don’t have much to say  about 
locations. It is true that my 
hobbies are diversified and that 
what interests me depends on 
the mood I am in. In contract, 
but my relationships are in 
contrast, I believe I am very 
loyal. However, I have a lot of 
good and strong relationships. 
It sounds strange, doesn’t it!
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I always seek opportunities to develop 
myself and become better, so I am 
not afraid to participate in activities 
and challenging tasks. Writing is a 
challenge for me. I don’t feel I am good 
at either speaking or writing. I don’t 
have a  clear idea of what I am going to 
write so I am writing whatever comes 
to mind.

I joined in our company in September 
2021, after a long wait as I thought 
I had failed the interview. At that 
time, social distancing was in place 
due to COVID, so everything from 
the interview to the training was 
done online. It was impressive that 
MiTek was able to do this it was truly 
professional! After a month of training, 
I was positive for COVID and had to 
undergo centralized quarantine.
I had not left my room since the social 
distancing order was issued, but I still 
got COVID. I was feeling quite sad 
because of that. I had just found a new 
job, but I had to go into quarantine, 
this made me wonder, more than 
once if the company would fired me. 
But no, MiTek was absolutely great 
exceeding all my expectations. The 
company not only did not lay me off, 
but also showed concern about me 
and encouraged me as well. I am in
the RHB department, and I was under 
a supervision of ‘Big Thai’ and received 
training from ‘Small Thai’. They 
frequently made a call, sent messages 
to ask about my well-being, and 
encouraged my spirit. Thanks to that,
I was more active in recovering 
from the pandemic. In addition, 
HR also has a lady named Thu who 

frequently asked about my condition, 
too. Through this article, I would like 
to send my sincere gratitude to the 
company, specifically to those who 
helped me a lot in terms of mental 
health during that difficult time. This is 
also a major reason why I am attached 
and devoted to the company and give 
to the best of my ability.

It is also great that I have wonderful 
colleagues. My BlackPoint Team, 
shares knowledge with each other, 
helps one another and joins in 
experiences together. I believe not 
only my team, but ever team should be 
like that. Trust in yourself and try
to make everything better.

“Together, let’s make the MiTek family 
bigger, stronger and more developed.” 
Thank you all for your attention!
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Congratulations to everyone on their new 
roles and achievements. Your passion 

and hard work have earned you this 
amazing opportunity. We hope it will 

inspire you to keep going and achieve 
even greater things in the future!

PROMOTION
2023

HUONG CHU
RHB ( 712065 )

SEGMENT WINNER

Full name LOI PHUNG TRAM DANG HAO LE HUY HOANG

Segment BSC BSC NON-Ops FAB

Global ID 716540 721760 722806 717553

Congratulations on 
winning the award for 
Staff of the Month. You 

deserve this recognition for your success. 
You inspire us to do more and win more.

JULY 2023
COMPANY WINNER

VU THI 
NGOC MY
Technical Specialist
RHB2

LE CONG HAU
Team Leader
Midwest Manufaturing

LAM MINH TU
Team Leader
Boise Cascade

TRUONG 
DANG 
NGOC PHU
Team Leader
MiTek USA

HUYNH 
HIEU KY
Team Leader
MiTek USA

NGUYEN THI KIM TIEN
Team Leader | PlaceMakers Materials Estimations

NGUYEN
NGOC
MINH THU
Team Leader
MiTek Plan Services
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Khanh Huynh
(McKern Steel) &
Phuong Huynh
(Builders Steel Direct)

WHERE

Vu Le 
(Apollo 
Kitchens)

Tham Nguyen (Benson Industries)

Hieu Nguyen (CSR Monier)

Carlisle Team with Ellie, Adam & Frank
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With the enthusiastic participation of employees across all segments, the 
Workshop ended on a high note, bringing useful knowledge to nearly 200 
students in hardship from Saigonchildren.

“Thank you MiTek Vietnam for providing us the great opportunity to discuss 
personal financial management skills,” says one of Saigon children’s students. 
“The Workshop unlocked my mind about financial literacy. Honestly, I used to 
be an e-commerce shopaholic. Much appreciation to MiTek volunteers and my 
Friends. I understand that it is time to manage my personal finances and use 
them for investing or learning other skills.”

HO CHI MINH CITY UNIVERSITY
OF TRANSPORT 
04th August -Office Tour - 39 students

VAN LANG UNIVERSITY  
18th August - Office Tour - 67 studentsRecruitment

SP O T LIGH T

• We don’t need a superhero to save the world 
• All we need is YOU, with our hearts and hands 
• Everyone of us can together create a big 

difference by making small changes day by day!
• And the “Personal Financial Management Skills” 

Workshop organized by MSCC is one of such 
small but meaningful things! 

PERSONAL FINANCIAL 
MANAGEMENT SKILLS 
WORKSHOP 
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MITEK ARENA OF VALOR 2023
A month - journey of MiTek Arena of Valor 
2023 has been ended up with the Awarding 
Ceremony, organized on Wednesday 30th 
August. Congratulation to 8 teams and gamers 
who have an excellent performance to win the 
amazing prices. And a hug thank to send to 32 
teams have joined us in this competition. 

We would like to offer our appreciation to the organizing team/ referees for give 
us your time and great energy. Thanks SMT, BOD and Trade Union for supporting 
this special event. We will see you all in the next tournament.

MSCC’s journey of creating positive values for our society 
continues daily. We are proud to have energetic and 
passionate MiTek employees serve as our ambassadors. 
Together with MiTek Vietnam, we are BECOMING BETTER 
AS ONE for a better community. Together with the 
community, we are BECOMING BETTER AS ONE for a 
sustainable Vietnam. 
 

MSCC sincerely thanks Mr. Lam Nguyen for his wonderful support in the role 
of Workshop Facilitator, and Ms. Truc Nguyen for providing comprehensive 
information about MiTek Vietnam for Saigonchildren’s students through 
interactive minigames.

A big shout-out to our dedicated volunteers: Thuan 
Phan, Dao Lam, Mai Nguyen, Phu Nguyen, Ngoc Le, 
Dung Hoang, Nhi Thai, Nhi Phan, Loc Le, Trang Le, 
Vu Nguyen, Co Pham, Nhan Cu. A big heart to the 
MSCC team: Thang Ha, Viet Nguyen, Tai Diep, Nhu 
Le, Duy Phan, Anh Lu, Tang Nguyen.

• MiTek_Commitment: We believe that transforming global communities will unlock human potential, 
empowering individuals to lead productive, stable, and fulfilling lives. By helping others acquire skills for 
the future workforce, supporting attainable housing and community spaces for all, and conserving and 
protecting our planet’s natural resources, MiTek will be a change agent and force for good in the communities 
where we live, work, and play.

• MSCC was established in 2022 on behalf of the MiTek Vietnam in partnership with Saigonchildren to roll 
out educational initiatives for sustainable development, bringing equitable learning opportunities for 
Vietnamese youth. 

• Saigonchildren was founded in 1992, enabling disadvantaged children and young adults in Vietnam to reach 
their full potential through receiving a quality education that is relevant to their needs
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#Septemberhabit
TRAIN YOUR BRAIN TO THINK IN ENGLISH
If you live in a place where most people 
speak the language you are learning, you 
may use the language for several hours 
each day. So, it may become part of your 

“inner speech.” In other words, you start thinking in that language. Your mind 
stops trying to translate things from your native language into the second 
language. The good news is that thinking in English can bring you a huge 
step closer to fluency! It is not very difficult, but it does take conscious effort 
and practice. On this month’s tip, we will share some mental exercises that 
can help.

• Think in single words
A good first step is to think in individual 
words. Look around you. What do you 
see? In your head, try to name each 
object in your surroundings.

• Describe unknown words
Another exercise suggested is 
describing in your mind objects you 
don’t know the words for.

An example would be if you couldn’t 
think of the word “garage,” you can say, 
‘The place inside where I put my car.’ Or 
you can say, ‘It’s next to my house.
I keep things there.’”

• Think in sentences
The next exercise is thinking in simple 
sentences.

For example, if you are sitting in a park, 
you can tell yourself things like, “It’s 
such a beautiful day” and “People are 
playing sports with their friends.” Once 
this becomes easy, you can move on to 
more difficult sentences.

NEWSLETTER



MiTek Services (previously Platinum Global) was 
established in 2007 and has over 2,500 engineers and 

professional staff in Ho Chi Minh City.

Part of the worldwide MiTek organisation, we collaborate 
across the building industry to enable and accelerate 

transformational breakthroughs in design and 
construction, both on-site and off-site.

U p c o m i n g  E v e n t s :

V i e t n a m e s e  I n d e p e n d e n c e  D a y 
( 2 n d  S e p t e m b e r )

H a  L o n g  3 - y e a r  R e w a r d  T r i p s 
( T r i p  1 :  1 6 t h  - 1 8 t h  S e p t e m b e r  &

T r i p  2 :  3 0 t h  S e p t e m b e r - 0 2 n d  O c t o b e r )

F u l l  M o o n  F e s t i v a l  
( 2 9 t h  S e p t e m b e r )

A F L  G r a n d  F i n a l
( 2 9 t h  S e p t e m b e r )
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